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ABSTRACT The use of membrane vesicles to make quantitative studies of transmembrane transport and exchange
processes involves an assumption of homogeneity of the membrane vesicles. In studies of 86Rb+ exchange mediated by
acetylcholine receptor from the electric organ of Electrophorus electricus and of 'Cl- exchange mediated by GABA
receptor from rat brain, measurements of ion exchange and receptor desensitization precisely followed first order
kinetics in support of this assumption. In other measurements a biphasic decay of receptor activity was seen. To
elucidate the molecular properties of receptors from such measurements it is important to appreciate what the
requirements of vesicle monodispersity are for meaningful results and what the effect of vesicle heterogeneity would be.
The experiments were simulated with single vesicle populations with variable defined size distributions as well as with
mixtures of different populations of vesicles. The properties of the receptors and their density in the membrane could be
varied. Different receptors could be present on the same or different membrane vesicles. The simulated measurements
were not very sensitive to size dispersity. A very broad size distribution of a single vesicle population was necessary to
give rise to detectable deviations from first order kinetics or errors in the determined kinetic constants. Errors could
become significant with mixtures of different vesicle populations, where the dispersity in initial ion exchange rate
constant, proportional to the receptor concentration per internal volume, became large. In this case the apparent rate of
receptor desensitization would diverge in opposite directions from the input value when measured by two different
methods, suggesting an experimental test for such kinetic heterogeneity. A biphasic decrease of receptor activity could
not be attributed to vesicle heterogeneity and must be due to desensitization processes with different rates. Significant
errors would not arise from the size dispersity apparent in subpopulations of vesicles seen by imaging techniques in
membrane preparations.
INTRODUCTION
Since the recognition that sealed membrane vesicles are
formed artifactually from membrane fragments broken off
cells when they are disrupted, these native vesicles have
been used as a tool to study transmembrane processes
(Lehninger, 1964; Kasai and Clangeux, 1971; Racker,
1970; Kaback, 1970; Guidotti, 1979; Stein, 1986). The use
of membrane vesicles allows the isolation of certain aspects
of cellular machinery from the rest of the cell. For example
a certain transport or channel protein may be located
specifically on a particular vesicular membrane. The con-
centrations of solutions inside as well as outside the vesicle
can be known and controlled, and the system can be
manipulated and mixed as a suspension. Rapid mixing can
be performed and measurements in short times can be
made (Cash and Hess, 1981). Because of the relatively
small size of vesicles, the surface-to-volume ratio is very
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much greater than that of a cell. A 20-,um-diameter neuron
soma would have a surface-to-volume ratio 33-fold smaller
than a 6,000-A-diameter vesicle or 333-fold smaller than a
600-A-diameter vesicle. This is of crucial significance with
respect to the rates of surface-mediated changes of internal
concentration. For example, the acetylcholine receptor
mediated transmembrane equilibration of 86Rb+ isotope
tracer into vesicles formed from Electrophorus electricus
electroplax is practically complete before the receptor is
desensitized within -300 ms, with a saturating concentra-
tion of acetylcholine, whereas the ion exchange occurring
with a whole electroplaque cell before this desensitization
of the receptor would be negligible.
Acetylcholine receptor-mediated 22Na+ efflux from
membrane vesicles was first demonstrated with a prepara-
tion from E. electricus (Kasai and Changeux, 1971).
Subsequently the tracer ion efflux was shown to occur with
first order kinetics in several minutes (Hess et al., 1975).
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This efflux process is now known to have been due to the
equilibrium concentration of open receptor channel after
desensitization (Cash et al., 1985; Hess et al., 1983; Cash
and Hess, 1980). It has since been shown that rapid
receptor-mediated cation exchange occurs simultaneously
with receptor desensitization in subsecond times (Hess et
al., 1978; Hess et al., 1979) and that it is described by
processes of ion-flux and receptor desensitization which are
both kinetically first order (Cash and Hess, 1980; Cash et
al., 1981). Similar results were observed with chloride ion
exchange mediated by y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
membrane vesicles from rat brain. Rapid chloride
exchange was shown to occur simultaneously with receptor
desensitization, both processes apparently kinetically first
order (Subbarao and Cash, 1985; Cash and Subbarao,
1987a). These observations of first order chemical kinetics
were seen although the native membrane preparations
used in these studies contained heterogeneous mixtures of
membrane particles, as reviewed in the Discussion. On the
other hand, in different experiments, curved concave first
order plots have been reported which have been attributed
to multiple phases of receptor desensitization each of which
is kinetically first order (Cash and Subbarao, 1987b-d).
Because of the high specificity of these processes it is
possible to make studies with relatively unpurified prepa-
rations of membrane. Indeed, when measurements reflect-
ing the behavior of the membrane in vivo are desired, the
minimum amount of purification manipulation may be
preferred. The study of channel forming receptors by
ion-flux measurements with vesicles may be useful with
systems ranging from fresh native membrane preparations
to cloned receptors in artificial lipid vesicles. It is important
to consider to what extent these measurements reflect the
size and size distribution of the vesicles on one hand and
the molecular properties of the channel-forming proteins
on the other.
The importance of the observation of discrete definable
kinetic behavior of these processes is that it allows the
meaningful expression of rates in terms of rate constants
which can be compared with other measurements and with
those predicted by hypothetical molecular mechanisms of
the transport protein. Despite clear observations of precise
first order kinetic behavior there has been some skepticism
of the value of quantitative rate measurements with mem-
brane preparations. Questions arise such as (a) what are
the requirements for the observation of first order kinetics
in terms of uniformity of the membrane vesicles or the
singularity of the receptor? (b) Might a curved first order
plot for desensitization reflect a dispersity of vesicle sizes
rather than a multiplicity of receptor types?
In this paper we show examples in which first order
desensitization of neurotransmitter receptors is demon-
strated with high precision and examples which are not
kinetically homogeneous. We describe a computer simula-
tion of receptor mediated ion-exchange and receptor desen-
sitization measured with vesicles, which allows the vesicle
size distribution to be broad or heterogeneous and the
receptors to be uniform or different. This simulation is used
to investigate the effects of vesicle heterogeneity, or of a
large breadth of size of a homogeneous population of
vesicles, on the curve shapes or numerical values resulting
from processes which are kinetically first order. The extent
to which the nonlinear kinetics must be attributed to
receptor multiplicity or vesicle dispersity is investigated.
These considerations may be of interest not only for
neurotransmitter receptors but for the analysis of trans-
membrane processes in general.
METHODS
Membrane Vesicle Preparations
Rat Cerebral Cortex. Male Sprague-Dawley rats, 4-6 wk
old, were killed by decapitation. The cerebral cortex was rinsed with cold
saline, cut into 1-mm slices and suspended in 30 ml solution A (0.32 M
sucrose, 10 mM Hepes) (Calbiochem-Behring Corp., La Jolla, CA), pH
7.5, containing the protease inhibitors phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (1
mM), aprotinin (10 Mg/ml), antipain (5 Mg/ml), leupeptin (5 Mg/ml),
pepstatin A (5 Mg/ml) (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), and the
antioxidant, butylated hydroxytoluene (20 uM) at 0-40C. The mixture
was homogenized with a homogenizer (model 45, Virtis Co., Inc.,
Gardiner, NY) (setting 30) for 5 s. An equal volume of solution B (145
mM NaCl, 5 mM KCI, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaC12, 10 mM glucose, 10
mM Hepes, pH 7.5) was added with gentle stirring and the mixture was
centrifuged for 4 min, 270 g. The supernatant was centrifuged for 30 min,
23,640 g. The pellet was resuspended in 10 ml solution B, using a
glass-Teflon hand homogenizer, diluted to 30 ml and centrifuged for 30
min, 23,640 g. The pellet was resuspended in 10 ml solution B and
adjusted to 750 Mg protein/ml. Protein concentration was assayed by the
bicinchoninic acid method (Smith et al., 1985).
Electric Organ of E. electricus. The membrane vesicles
(Kasai and Changeux, 1971) were prepared as described elsewhere (Fu et
al., 1977; Sachs et al., 1982) with the modification that the homogenizing
solution contained 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 3 mM sodium
azide, 2 mM EGTA, 10 MM butylated hydroxytoluene, 1 mM MgCl2, 3
mM Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (THAM), pH 7.5. Finally the
vesicles were resuspended in solution C (169 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCI, 0.5
mM CaCI2, 0.5 mM MgCI2, 1 mM THAM, pH 7.5) and adjusted to 500
gg protein/ml for the experiment.
Receptor Desensitization The desensitization was followed
by measuring the decrease in neurotransmitter-mediated isotope tracer
influx into the vesicles due to preincubation of the membrane preparation
with neurotransmitter for various times, using quench flow technique
(Cash and Hess, 1981) as described previously (Aoshima et al., 1981;
Cash and Subbarao, 1987b). The ion influx assays were initiated by the
addition of solutions of acetylcholine or GABA containing the isotope
tracer ions 86Rb+ or 36CI-, respectively. The ion influx was terminated
(quenched) by the rapid admixture of half the volume of d-tubocurarine
(20 mM) or bicuculline methiodide (3 mM), respectively. These quench-
ing procedures were shown to be complete and sufficiently rapid as
reported elsewhere for the acetylcholine receptor (Cash and Hess, 1981;
Hess et al., 1979) and the GABA receptor (Cash and Subbarao,
1987a,d). The concentrations of d-tubocurarine reported to be satisfac-
tory for quenching the acetylcholine receptor for E. electricus were
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-20-fold larger than those reported to be ineffective with the receptor
from Torpedo species (Neubig and Cohen, 1980).
In the GABA experiments the ratio of signal to background varied in
the region 1 to 2. The total counts were 200-300 cpm with a standard
deviation typically of ±5 cpm. The standard deviation of GABA-
mediated 36Cl- uptake is given by a -ci at. d + a' b indicating that
the signal-to-noise ratio is -14 specific counts per ai and more than this in
the acetylcholine experiments.
Treatment of Results. The transmembrane isotope ex-
change through the open channel form of a receptor, which is progres-
sively attenuated by a desensitization process, is described by Eq. 1, where
M,/M, is the fractional equilibration of isotope exchange in time t, and J
and a are first order rate constants for ion-exchange and receptor
desensitization, respectively. For a single phase of isotope exchange, Eq. 1
is fitted to the results to determine the values of J and a. The rate of
desensitization, a, can be determined from the progress of ion flux when
the isotope exchange rate is not fast enough to approach completion
before desensitization and not slow enough to be terminated by desensiti-
zation before isotope exchange is significant. Outside these limits, the rate
of desensitization can be measured by the preincubation technique.
PARAMETERS
MI/M,.
a
J
[R'J
SA
V
r
Subscripts
i
p
(tp = 0)
TABLE I
USED IN THE EQUATIONS
Fractional equilibration of receptor
mediated ion flux at time t
First order rate constant for desen-
sitization
Initial first order rate constant for
ion flux
Receptor concentration per internal
volume
Surface area
Internal volume
Vesicle radius
In the ith element
In the preincubation (in the ab-
sence of subscript p the parame-
ter pertains to an incubation con-
taining tracer radioisotope)
Value with no preincubation
M 1 x - expa ) (1)
J= J(,,-O) exp - aptp (2)
-In ( - M ) A exp-apt (3)
A - J(tP - ) exp - at) (4)
If the receptor is incubated for time tp with neurotransmitter before the
addition of the radioisotope tracer, the ion exchange activity (J) is
decreased in the preincubation due to a reduction in the concentration of
active receptor [R'] according to Eq. 2, where the subscript p refers to the
preincubation. The decrease in isotope exchange (M,/M) in the assay
(second) incubation is described by Eq. 3, which is derived from Eqs. 1
and 2, where A (Eq. 4) is a constant depending on the ion flux assay
conditions. If the duration of the second (isotope exchange) incubation (t)
is chosen so that the transmembrane equilibration of tracer ion is not
complete, the decrease in receptor activity due to desensitization in the
first incubation gives a decreased isotope exchange in the second incuba-
tion. Following Eq. 3, a plot of ln [- In (1 - M/M_)] against preincuba-
tion time, tp gives a diagnostic first order plot of ion exchange activity, the
negative slope of which gives the rate constant for desensitization, a.
It should be noticed that measurements of initial rates of ion exchange
in the second incubation are not required with this method of data
treatment. The isotope exchange measured is an integrated function of
the initial exchange rate and the desensitization rate (Eq. 1). The slope of
the plot is independent of the conditions in the assay. The assay conditions
control the value of the ordinate intercept, A (Eq. 4). Conditions are
chosen to give a significant fraction of the equilibrium value of isotope
exchange. The validity of this treatment is not limited by the presence of a
very high number of receptors.
In contrast, the assumption that linear, initial rates of ion flux are
measured in a constant assay time can be valid only within a limited range
of rates. With that approximation the measurement must be made before
the rate is depleted, by the decreasing concentration gradient or by
desensitization. The measurement must be restricted to a small fraction of
the equilibrium value of isotope exchange. Factors increasing the ion
exchange rate may place the measurement outside the valid range unless
a reduction of assay time is made within the series of experiments. A
method of data treatment based on this approximation could be used only
with the appropriate assay conditions for a limited range of rates.
Computer Simulation
The Vesicle Populations. Each different population of vesi-
cles can be defined in terms of either surface area (SA) or internal volume
(V) or receptor concentration on the vesicle membrane per internal
volume ([R']). The distribution of each of these properties may be
described by a normal, Poisson, or binomial distribution. The receptor on
the vesicles is defined in terms of its two dimensional concentration on the
membrane, its desensitization rate constant, a, and its rate constant for
ion translocation through the open channel, J. The fraction of the receptor
in the open channel states, A, can be input directly or calculated assuming
a particular mechanism from the appropriate equations and the ligand
concentration. The simulations can be made with single populations of
vesicles of various breadths and shapes and also with mixtures of two
different vesicle populations in any proportion. A single population of
vesicles can contain two different types of receptor. Different vesicle
populations in a mixture can contain the same or different receptors. With
these simulated vesicle suspensions, measurements of ion flux and recep-
tor desensitization can be computed. The inputs for the properties of the
vesicles and the receptors are summarized in Appendices A and B,
respectively.
The size distributions of the vesicle populations were divided into 21
narrow elements. These are positioned about a center point to cover the
distribution of each population. The percentage of the area under the
distribution curve covered by the elements is displayed so that it can be
confirmed that the elements cover the distribution curve. Distribution
curves characterizing the vesicle populations in various ways can be
displayed (Appendix C). The properties of each element are displayed in
the spreadsheet (Appendix D). These include the fraction of vesicles in
the element, their surface area, internal volume, and the value of J. It was
shown that the same result was obtained when 41 elements were taken
from each population.
Isotope Exchange. The initial rate constant for ion exchange
into a vesicle varies according to Eq. 5 where A, [R'], and fare as defined
above (Hess et al., 1980, 1981). The vesicles in each element were
assumed to be uniform and spherical. Each receptor was assumed to
desensitize completely in a single exponential phase. The fractional
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equilibration of the ion exchange (M,/M_,)i in a monodisperse element i is
given by Eq. 6 where t is the reaction time, and Ji and a are the rate
constants for ion flux and desensitization, respectively.
J= JA [R']i
(Mt Ii - exp - at\(M-) = 1-exp - JI
MM a
8(5) 8
Z
(6) 0
(7)
The uptake of tracer ion into each element was calculated with Eq. 6.
The ion flux for the whole population was obtained by summing that in
each element in proportion to the partial internal volume of the elements
(Eq. 7). The total specific internal volume V(- X, Vj) is the sum of the
internal volumes in the elements, V,. The same procedure was followed
where the mixture of vesicles contained more than one population. The
effect of heterogeneity of the vesicles or receptor on the measurements of
the receptor-mediated ion influx at various times can be seen by compar-
ing the values of M,/AM,, calculated from Eq. 7 with those calculated from
Eq. 1 assuming a homogeneous vesicle population.
Desensitization. Measurements of receptor desensitization
were simulated in the same way. The effect of heterogeneity of the
vesicles or receptor on the measurements of desensitization can be seen by
comparing the results plotted according to Eq. 3 using simulated values of
M,I/M, calculated from Eq. 7 with those calculated using the values of
M,/M_, calculated directly from Eq. 1 assuming homogeneous vesicles
and receptor.
RESULTS
Experimental Measurements
The acetylcholine mediated desensitization of acetylcho-
line receptor from the electric organ of the eel, E.
electricus, with high (1,000 ,M) and low (30 MM) acetyl-
choline concentrations is shown in Fig. 1. The desensitiza-
tion is shown to follow first order kinetics, with greater
precision than in previous reports, over the loss of at least
-80% of the activity.
The GABA-mediated desensitization ofGABA receptor
from rat cerebral cortex also followed first order kinetics as
shown with high (500,M) and low (10,M) GABA
concentrations in Fig. 2, a and b. This first order behavior
was seen with a small proportion of the membrane prepa-
rations (Cash and Subbarao, 1987a, b) over a loss of at
least 80-90% of the activity. Other preparations lost
chloride exchange activity in a way giving a nonlinear first
order plot as illustrated in Fig. 2c for two concentrations of
GABA. This could be fitted to a biphasic decay of activity
(Cash and Subbarao, 1987b,c).
General Description
of Computer Simulations
The vesicle population, defined in one of several ways (see
Methods), is split into the 21 elements for the computation
as indicated in Fig. 3. For the same vesicles the distribution
of vesicle volumes (Va r3) (r = vesicle radius) is broader
than that of surface area (SAa r2) and the distribution of
preincubation time, tp (ms)
0
.-
_c\
4 8 12
preincubation time, tp (s)
FIGURE 1. Desensitization of acetylcholine receptor by its exposure to
acetylcholine. Experimental data is fitted to a first order kinetic plot
calculated from Eq. 3. The rate constant for desensitization is given by the
negative slope of the line. (A) Desensitization with 1,000 MM acetylcho-
line. The 'Rb+ influx was assayed with 1,000 &M acetylcholine for 1.0 s.
The rate constant for desensitization was 5.1 s-'. (B) Desensitization with
30 MM acetylcholine. The "Rb+ influx was assayed with 1,000 ;&M
acetylcholine for 1.0 s. The rate constant for desensitization was 0.85 s-'.
The quench flow method was the same as described in the legend to Fig. 2,
but the reaction was in solution C, 10, pH 8.0, containing acetylcholine.
The quench reagent was d-tubocurarine (20 mM) in solution C.
receptor concentration per internal volume ([R']a l/r) is
much narrower, approaching a monodisperse population.
It is the uniformity of this receptor concentration [R'] that
is relevant to the uniformity of the initial ion exchange rate
(Eq. 5). The initial ion exchange rate constant, J, is the
volume average of the values for each uniform element, for
any breadth of distribution or mixture of populations, and
this can be calculated from the [R'] value for the whole
population.
J JA [R'] -JA E [R'] i (8)
Measurements of the time course of ion exchange into the
vesicles and of the desensitization of the receptor were
simulated by summing the computations of ion exchange
for the uniform elements. These results were compared
with those calculated assuming a monodisperse population.
For example, the population of membrane vesicles which is
described by the distribution curves in Fig. 3 was defined
as having a normal distribution of internal volume with a
center volume of 2.4 x 10" MlI per vesicle and a breadth
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FIGURE 2 Desensitization ofGABA receptor by its exposure to GABA.
Examples of first order and biphasic desensitization of GABA receptor.
(A) Desensitization with 500 MM GABA. The chloride influx was
assayed with 10 mM GABA for 320 ms. The rate constant for desensiti-
zation was 1.8 s-'. (B) Desensitization with 10M&M GABA. The chloride
influx was assayed with 1 mM GABA for 320 ms. The rate constant for
desensitization was 0.10 s-'. The reproducibility of the determinations
was ±6 cpm (SD), 6%. The experimental data is fitted to a first order
kinetic plot according to Eq. 3. The rate constant for desensitization is
given by the negative slope of the line. (C) Biphasic desensitization.
Measurements with the same membrane preparation with (A) 20 uM
GABA and (0) 100 MM GABA. The zero preincubation time, tp points
(0), determined with no GABA in the preincubation, were shown to be
independent of tp and correspond to no desensitization in the preincuba-
tion. The lines were computed assuming two different receptors with
different rates of desensitization on the same vesicle population. The rates
of desensitization were (A) a - 0.8 s-', B - 0.08 s-' and (B) a - 6.0 s-',
,- 0.6 s-'. The 3'C- influx assay was with 500 MM GABA. The
reproducibility of the determination was ±8% (SD) of the initial signal.
The reaction was measured in solution B at 30°. The vesicle preparation
(225 ,ul) in solution B was mixed with solution B, pH 7.5, containing
GABA (225 id). After the time on the abscissa, the mixture was mixed
with solution B containing 3'Cl-' (20 MCi/ml) and GABA (30 mM) (225
Ml). After 320 ms the second incubation mixture was mixed with
FiGuRE 3 A hypothetical population of vesicles defined as having a
normal distribution of internal volume with a center diameter of 3,600 A
and a single type of receptor with a uniform density on the surface of
46/Mm2. The vesicles are described in terms of distribution curves with
respect to internal volume (V), surface area (SA), and receptor concen-
tration per internal volume [R']. The ion flux rate (Jj), for the different
vesicle sizes shown on the Vi scale, decreased from 27 s-' in the first
element to 14 s ' in the 21st element, these values corresponding to J -
16.8 s-' for the whole population. This assumes constant receptor density
on the membrane. (Inset) The distribution, in terms of internal volume, is
divided into 21 elements for individual computations of ion flux.
given by the standard deviation, a, of 30% of that volume.
To investigate a large dispersity of vesicles, a mixture of
two populations of different sizes could be simulated (e.g.,
Fig. 4). To investigate the effect of multiplicity of recep-
tors, different receptors could be put on a single vesicle
population, or a mixture of two populations of vesicles each
with a different receptor could be simulated.
Distribution of Receptor
Concentration [R']
The dispersity of vesicle size and receptor density were
varied systematically with single and mixed populations of
vesicles while keeping the properties of the receptor con-
stant. It was found that insofar as the receptor concentra-
tion per internal volume [R'] was made disperse, a dis-
crepancy was introduced between the simulated results
and those calculated for a monodisperse value of [R']. This
is illustrated by the mixture of vesicles described in Fig. 4.
With this relatively wide dispersity of [R'] the discrepancy
reaches a magnitude that would be detectable with our
experimental precision. The simulated ion exchange
bicuculline methiodide (3,000 juM) in solution B and passed through a
glass fiber filter disc (Whatman GF/C). The membrane retained on the
filter was washed with solution B (3 x 10 ml), dried, and counted with
scintillation fluid. In a control experiment to check vesicle integrity,
GABA was omitted from the first incubation at the shortest and longest
first incubation times. M,, was determined by omitting GABA from the
first incubation and extending the second incubation time to 6 s. The
unspecific flux baseline was determined by omitting GABA from both
incubations (Cash and Subbarao, 1987b). The initial specific ion flux
count was 109 cpm on a background of 95 cpm. Each determination was
done in triplicate.
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FIGURE 4 Two vesicle populations with the same membrane defined as having normal distributions of surface area with central diameters of
(i) 6,000 A and (ii) 11,000 A. A single type of receptor is present with a uniform density of 36.9/,Mm2. The internal volumes of each population
are equal. (A) The distribution curves of surface area (SA). (B) The distribution curves of receptor concentration per internal volume ([R']).
The larger vesicle population has the smaller R' and hence J. (C) Simulation of ion flux for the larger sized population only (A) (Eqs. 6 and 7)
compared with the line calculated assuming monodisperse vesicles (Eq. 1) and with experimental measurements (0) of the GABA
receptor-mediated chloride influx with 40 MM GABA (Cash and Subbarao, 1987a). The experimental reproducibility was ±5% of the
maximal signal. The experimental points are means of triplicates. The values used in the calculations were J - 3.8 s-', a - 0.7 s-' (D)
Simulation of ion flux for the mixture of both populations. The points show the simulated ion flux (Eq. 7). The line is calculated assuming
monodisperse vesicles (Eq. 1). The values are J - 1.96 s-', a - 0.3 s-'. A calculated line to best fit the simulated results would have a value for
a increased by up to a factor of 2 (J kept constant). The discrepancy is larger than the experimental error of the measurements. (E).
Simulation of the measurement of desensitization (Eq. 3). The points are simulated by summing M,/M_. in the elements (Eqs. 6 and 7). The
line is calculated assuming monodisperse vesicles (Eq. 1). The value of a was 0.3 s-' (assay conditions J 8.3 s-', a 1.3 s-'). The value
which would fit the simulation was a - 0.26 s-' (with J - 8.3 s-'). This discrepancy is larger than the experimental error of the
measurements.
(M/M,1,) is always lower than that calculated for a mono-
disperse [R']. The deviation of the simulations increases
with the amount of ion exchange giving rise to sharper
curves for the time course of ion flux (e.g., Fig. 4 d, points)
and convex curves for the preincubation experiments (e.g.,
Fig. 4 e, points) with slopes lower than the continuous line
calculated for a monodisperse [R']. These distortions are
the same shapes, whatever the origin of the dispersion of
the [R'] values (vesicle size dispersity, receptor density
dispersity, etc.). This discrepancy would give rise to an
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error in the determination of a by curve fitting if homo-
geneity was assumed. But this error would be in opposite
directions for the two methods. The curve shapes are
distorted so that the apparent desensitization rate a would
be higher than the real (input) value when determined by
fitting Eq. 1 to the time course of ion exchange (Fig. 4 d)
but lower than the real (input) value when determined by
fitting Eq. 3 to the preincubation experiments (Fig. 4 e).
The value of the initial rate constant for ion exchange J,
which would be obtained fitting Eq. 1 to the progress of ion
exchange, is a volume averaged mean (Eq. 8). In practice,
making the best fit of Eq. 1 to the experimental points over
the whole curve rather than to the initial rate would give a
J value slightly lower than this, with the increased a value,
if the shape was distorted due to heterogeneity.
For each of the individual populations illustrated, the
effect of the vesicle dispersity on the measurements of
isotope exchange or receptor desensitization would not be
detectable. This is illustrated for the larger (lower [R'] and
slower ion exchanging) population in Fig. 4 c, in which are
shown also some typical measurements of GABA receptor
mediated ion influx. Similarly for the population described
in Fig. 3, the distortion of the measurements due to the
dispersity of vesicles would be less than the experimental
error because the dispersity of ion exchange rates (J
a [R']) is relatively narrow.
In another simulation, a mixture of two vesicle popula-
tions made of the same membrane, ofmean diameter 3,600
and 7,000 A and equal total internal volume, had initial ion
flux rate constants of J = 13.5 s-5 and J = 6.9 s-5,
respectively, and a receptor desensitization rate constant of
4.0 s-'. Simulated experiments gave values of J = 10.2 s-5
and a = 4.6 s'- by fitting Eq. 4 to the time course of
ion-flux and a = 3.6 s-1 by fitting Eq. 6 to the decrease of
ion flux in the preincubation experiment. The real disper-
sity of J values gave rise to a discrepancy in the measured
values.
Distribution of Ion Translocation
Rate per Receptor
Other factors that increase the distribution of the values of
the ion exchange rate constant J (Eqs. 5 and 8) give rise to
the same deviations from homogeneous kinetics as those
described above due to dispersity of receptor concentration
[R']. These properties are the specific rate for ion translo-
cation, J, and the fraction of the channel in the open state,
A, which is controlled by a number of factors. These
include the ligand dissociation constant, the channel open-
ing equilibrium, and the fraction of the receptor which is
active (not desensitized or inhibited). Increasing the dis-
persity of these properties of the receptor gave rise to the
deviations described above. However these effects of dis-
persity of ion exchange rate appeared only when the
different receptors were concentrated on different vesicle
populations. If the different receptors were distributed over
the vesicles in the same proportions, the ion-exchange rates
would be averaged on the vesicles and would not give rise to
the deviations discussed.
Distribution of Rate of Desensitization
When receptors with different rates of desensitization were
introduced, the loss of activity due to desensitization was
described by a concave curve as illustrated by the calcu-
lated lines in Fig. 2 c. Thus dispersity of desensitization
rates gives a deviation from linearity with the opposite
curvature to that caused by dispersity of ion exchange rate.
A concave shape appears whether or not the different
receptors are on different membrane vesicles. When the
different receptors are on different vesicles, the semilog
plots of activity loss are not theoretically sound as diagnos-
tic first order plots. However, in this case also, the observa-
tion of concave curvature would indicate the presence of
receptors that are desensitized with different rates.
Distribution of Vesicle Size
A range of vesicle sizes would contribute to a deviation
from homogeneous kinetics insofar as it caused a dispersity
in receptor concentration per internal volume [R']. [R']
increases with decreasing vesicle size, reflecting the chang-
ing surface/volume ratio, in a way depending on the
assumptions of receptor density. For a given membrane
receptor density [R'] a 1 /r, (r = vesicle radius) or for a
given total number of receptors [R'] a 1 /r3. For example,
the nonhomogeneous kinetics reflecting the heterogeneous
vesicles described in Fig. 4 result from dispersity of vesicle
size. A single receptor with a uniform density on the
membrane is present throughout.
DISCUSSION
The computer simulations showed that the observation of
first order kinetics for the progress of receptor-mediated
ion exchange and desensitization requires homogeneity of
the vesicles and the receptor. Thus a broad dispersity of
vesicle sizes could cause a distortion in the observation of
the kinetic properties of a receptor (e.g., Fig. 4, d and e).
However, the measurements are rather insensitive to such
dispersity, and a very broad distribution of [R'] (a > 25%
of the mean value for a single normal distribution in [R'])
would be required to give significant errors. Errors due to
the breadth of the single populations in the examples given
were not significant. Therefore mixtures of different vesi-
cle populations were simulated to illustrate the introduc-
tion of discrepancies larger than experimental error. If an
error due to vesicle heterogeneity were to exist, the rate of
desensitization estimated from the progress of ion
exchange (Fig. 4 d) would be increased, whereas that
estimated from the decrease of ion exchange due to
preincubation (Fig. 4 e) would be decreased. This diver-
gence of result between the two methods would be diagnos-
tic of errors due to vesicle heterogeneity. Such a divergency
has not been observed experimentally in studies with
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acetylcholine receptor and GABA receptor so far. There-
fore, it seems unlikely that there are errors due to a broad
size distribution of vesicles or the existence of receptors on
different sized vesicle populations in the systems which
have been studied in detail.
Specifically, the monodispersity required is of the ion
exchange rate constant J of the vesicles, which is a property
of the vesicles and depends on the nature of the receptor
and its concentration per internal volume [R'] (Eq. 5). The
origin of the discrepancy when homogeneity does not exist
is the summing of differently shaped ion exchange curves
corresponding to different values of J. This causes a convex
semilog plot of receptor activity (e.g., Fig. 4, points). The
discrepancy increases with the fractional ion exchange,
M/M,I,. This vesicle inhomogeneity might arise from dis-
persity of [R'], for example, due to dispersity of vesicle size
or shape or receptor density.
Multiplicity of receptor type could contribute to nonlin-
ear semilog plots of activity in two ways. Firstly, differ-
ences in receptors on different vesicles could cause a
dispersity of the factors controlling rate of chloride
exchange and hence J (Eq. 5). The effect would be
equivalent to the vesicle heterogeneity discussed above.
Secondly, differences in desensitization rates of the recep-
tors would give rise to a concave semilog plot (e.g., Fig.
2 c). Because such a deviation could not be caused by
vesicle heterogeneity, its observation must be attributed to
different phases of desensitization. Whether these are due
to a single receptor or to different receptors can be
determined by examining the effect of varying neurotrans-
mitter concentration on the ordinate intercept of this plot
(Cash and Subbarao, 1987b). Similar receptors with dif-
ferent ion translocation rates would be detected in these
experiments only when they have different desensitization
rates or when they give rise to dispersity of ion transloca-
tion rate constants due to their uneven distribution over the
vesicles.
Membrane preparations prepared from E. electricus
which contained vesicles with active acetylcholine receptor
(Kasai and Changeux, 1971) also contained other types of
membrane vesicle (Bauman et al., 1970; Cartaud et al.,
1971; Hess et al., 1975). Relatively impermeable vesicles
containing the receptor could be enriched on the basis of
their permeability on a sucrose density gradient (Rosen-
berg et al., 1977). The volume accessed via the acetylcho-
line receptor was -20% of the total internal volume (Hess
et al., 1975). Further purification of these vesicles was
based on their permeability to cesium ion on a cesium
chloride gradient (Hess and Andrews, 1977). The "active"
vesicles purified on a Percoll gradient in the presence of
CsCl (Sachs et al., 1982) appeared relatively homogeneous
in size, compared with the unfractionated mixture, having
a diameter of 3,600 ± 600 A (Hess et al., 1983). Although
the measurements of ion flux and receptor desensitization
were normally made with the unfractionated vesicle sus-
pension, the results reflect the active vesicle population.
The precise first order kinetics of the desensitization of the
acetylcholine receptor shown in Fig. 1 supports the previ-
ous observations of the first order desensitization and ion
flux processes (Cash and Hess, 1980; Cash et al., 1981;
Aoshima et al., 1981) and also of the slow first order ion
flux process, due to receptor remaining after the rapid
desensitization, with unfractionated (Hess et al., 1975) as
well as purified (Hess and Andrews, 1977) vesicles. A fast
phase of desensitization of cation flux mediated by acetyl-
choline receptor from Torpedo californica was also
reported to follow first order kinetics (Walker et al., 1981;
Hess et al., 1982). The lack of deviation from first order
kinetics is consistent with a single receptor type and a
vesicle population with a relatively narrow range of recep-
tor concentration per internal volume [R'] consistent with
the relatively narrow size dispersion.
Membrane preparations prepared from Torpedo sp. also
contained a heterogeneous mixture of vesicles (Cartaud et
al., 1978; Strader et al., 1979). In this case a larger internal
volume (-70%) was accessed by the acetylcholine receptor
channel (Jeng et al., 1981). The active fraction could be
enriched by velocity centrifugation in a sucrose gradient,
and contained a relatively narrow size distribution of
vesicles (Jeng et al., 1981).
In membrane preparations from mammalian brain,
synaptosomes, derived from the presynaptic membrane,
are the major vesicular component (Gray and Whittaker,
1962; DeRobertis et al., 1962). Several modifications of
the "synaptosome" preparation have been made after
homogenization in sucrose solution (Cotman and
Mathews, 1971; Sun and Sun, 1972; Hajos, 1975; Booth
and Clark, 1978; Dodd et al., 1981; Loescher et al., 1985).
In electron micrographs the membrane appears to be
heterogeneous. In differential centrifugation studies a "sy-
naptosome" preparation showed characteristics of hetero-
geneously dispersed particles (Cotman et al., 1970). How-
ever the particles identifiable as synaptosomes appeared to
be relatively uniform in size.
Membrane preparations prepared after gentle homoge-
nization in buffered salt solutions are reportedly somewhat
different (Hollingsworth et al., 1985; Daly et al., 1980;
Chasin et al., 1974), although they also appear to be
heterogeneous. Several types of vesicular structure are
discernible (Psychoyos et al., 1982; Horn and Phillipson,
1976) including synaptosomes and neurosomes, the latter
believed to be derived from the postsynaptic membrane
and synaptoneurosomes believed to be these two vesicles
joined by the synaptic structure (Hollingsworth et al.,
1985). Different populations of vesicles, including synap-
tosomes and neurosomes in the heterogeneous mixture,
each appeared to be spherical and monodisperse in size on
examination with light microscopy (Hollingsworth et al.,
1985) and also by scanning electron microscopy (Psy-
choyos et al., 1982), suggesting that the deformed spheri-
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cal shape of membrane vesicles sometimes seen with
transmission electron microscopy may result from the
sample preparation procedures.
Transmembrane chloride flux mediated by GABA has
been reported with preparations from sucrose solution
homogenates (Sanchez et al., 1984; Subbarao and Cash,
1985; Cash and Subbarao, 1987a-d) as well as homoge-
nates made in buffered salt solutions (Harris and Allan,
1985; Schwartz et al., 1986). The volume accessed specifi-
cally via the GABA receptor is small (Cash and Subbarao,
1987a), giving rise to 36Cl- exchange with only 6.5-13% of
the total exchangeable chloride. So it is difficult at this
stage to assign the vesicles containing active GABA recep-
tor to particular populations seen by the imaging tech-
niques. The first order kinetics of the loss of activity during
desensitization of GABA receptor shown in Fig. 2, a and b
supports the operation of a single type of receptor or
different receptors which desensitize with similar rates on
a vesicle population that is kinetically homogeneous. These
results support the previous observation of a first order
chloride flux process progressively attenuated by a first
order GABA receptor desensitization process (Cash and
Subbarao, 1987a; Subbarao and Cash, 1985). They are
consistent with the presence of active GABA receptor on a
minor vesicular component, in the membrane suspension,
which does not have a very broad distribution of receptor
concentration per internal volume [R'].
Biphasic first order plots of desensitization of the GABA
receptor have been generally seen (e.g., Fig. 2 c) (Cash and
Subbarao, 1987b,c) although a single phase has sometimes
been observed and can be ensured by removal of the faster
phase by preincubation with GABA (Cash and Subbarao,
1987a). The computer simulations showed that this con-
cave curve shape cannot be caused by a heterogeneous or
broadly dispersed mixture of vesicles and that its explana-
tion requires receptors with different rates of desensitiza-
tion. This conclusion is supported by the long regions of
linear (first order) decay of activity which can be observed
in these biphasic preparations in appropriate conditions
(Cash and Subbarao, 1987b).
The homogeneous kinetics observed with the acetylcho-
line receptor and the GABA receptor with membrane
preparations from tissue homogenates support the exis-
tence of specific vesicle populations with size distributions
that are not too broad. This is consistent with the appear-
ance in the preparations of particular vesicle populations
with relatively narrow size distributions. Apparently a
particular type of membrane will form vesicles of a charac-
teristic, particular size. On this basis one might generally
expect to observe homogeneous kinetics from channel
forming neurotransmitter receptors, and other transport
mechanisms in membrane preparations, and that devia-
tions from simple kinetics usually reflect differences in the
nature of the transport proteins themselves. Where this is
not the case, inaccuracies caused by a nonuniform receptor
concentration per internal volume [R'], whatever the
origin of this, can be exposed by the diverging values of
desensitization rate measured by the two different types of
experiment described.
APPENDIX
A. Inputs of Vesicle Properties
1. Parameters describing width, skew, and center diameter for the
distribution equation being used (normal, Poisson, or binomial).
2. Receptor concentration R (pmol/mg total protein, with total protein
meaning the total membrane protein in the whole distribution).
3. Internal volume V (jsl/mg total protein). In a series of simulations, in
which the quantity of membrane remains constant, when there is a
change of vesicle size, Vcan be either kept constant or allowed to vary so
that the receptor density (No. of receptors/Mm2) remains constant.
4. Where two populations are mixed, a percent of the internal volume for
each is specified.
5. At this stage various properties of the vesicle population are displayed
including:
No. of receptors per mg total protein
Mean No. of receptors per vesicle
Concentration of receptors per internal volume (uM)
mg protein per Am2
No. of receptors/Mlm2
Center volume (ul)
Center surface area
Center R' (MM)
No. of vesicles/mg total protein.
6. The percentage of the area under the distribution curve covered by the
elements is displayed. This is adjusted to >99% by adjusting the width of
the elements.
B. Inputs of Receptor Properties
1. The initial rate constant for ion flux, J, and the rate constant for
desensitization, a.
2. Alternatively the value of J was computed from J and A. A was
computed from the parameters of the receptor pertaining to the appropri-
ate model.
C. Display of Distributions and Properties
of Vesicles in the Elements
The following distribution curves can be displayed.
1. No. of vesicles in the element per mg total protein/surface area
2. No. of vesicles in the element per mg total protein/ [R'] in the element
3. No. of vesicles in the element/internal volume of vesicles in the
element
4. Internal volume in the element (Ml/mg total protein)/surface area of
vesicles
5. Internal volume in the element/[R'] in the element.
D. Calculated Properties of Receptor-
Containing Vesicles in Each Element
The following properties of the vesicles in each element are tabulated on
the spreadsheet.
1. Fraction of vesicles in the element
2. Surface area of the vesicles
3. Internal volume of the vesicles
4. No. of receptors/vesicle
5. No. of vesicles/mg total protein
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6. Internal volume/mg total protein
7. Surface area in the element/mg total protein
8. No. of receptors in the element/mg protein
9. Concentration of receptor with respect to internal volume [R']
10. Initial rate constant for ion flux.
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